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A combination of plasma surface modification of polymer thin

films and colloidal nanosphere lithography was used to fabricate

two-dimensional nanopore arrays as protein nanocontainers.

Surface nanostructuring of polymeric thin films in two-dimen-

sional (2D) porous substrates is an intriguing strategy for various

applications including microelectronics, sensing, catalysis, optics

and biomedical science.1–3 For instance, ordered pore arrays

have been shown to be very promising as nanocontainers and/or

nanoreactors of protein/oligopeptide molecules for controlled

drug delivery and highly efficient catalysis applications.4,5 In-

deed, several studies indicate that, by properly tuning of the

surface free energy (SFE) properties of the adsorbent substrate,

the spontaneous adsorption of (bio)molecules may be signifi-

cantly influenced in terms of coverage, conformation and process

kinetics.6–8 Moreover, SFE structured surfaces with domains at

the micrometer and sub-micrometer size may lead to morpho-

logical wetting transition and unusual confinement effects.9–11

In this paper we combine the surface modification by

oxygen plasma treatment of a polyhydroxymethylsiloxane

(PHMS) thin film and the colloidal lithography approach to

implement the colloidal crystal-assisted capillary-nanofabri-

cation method (CCACN)3 in order to pattern the SFE

properties at the nanometer scale and to fabricate ordered

hydrophilic or hydrophobic pore arrays. Such a strategy

overcomes the restrictions to few selected substrates, such as

Au, Si and mica, which often occur in the approaches based on

self assembling processes aimed to obtain chemical structuring

and protein immobilization.12–14

Scheme 1 shows the three-step procedure to confine the low-

and high-SFE domains at the sub-micrometer scale at the surface

of polymeric thin films, and thus obtain hydrophilic (HYL-np) or

hydrophobic (HYB-np) nanopores. The self-assembly of poly-

styrene nanoparticles was observed on polymeric surfaces exhibit-

ing two different SFE behaviors. Atomically flat films (root mean

squared roughness values of 0.3 � 0.1 nm) of PHMS (hydro-

phobic, with water contact angle of 931 � 21 and a SFE value of

63 � 3 mJ m�2) and oxygen-plasma modified PHMS (hydro-

philic, water contact angle of 0–51 and SFE= 35� 5 mJ m�2),15

were the substrates employed for polystyrene and carboxylated

polystyrene nanoparticles, respectively. Some representative pat-

terns are shown in Fig. 1, which evidences the versatility of the

method.

In fact, while the pitch of the array strictly depends on the

colloidal particle diameter, the depth and rim appearance may

be tuned depending on the specific experimental conditions

(e.g., polymer concentration, dewetting rate, humidity, etc. . .).

It is of note that the contrast in the phase images displayed in

Fig. 1 is related to the fact that the nanopore structuring is not

merely topographical but also chemical, in terms of hydro-

phobic and hydrophilic domains.16

As proof of concept of the working capability of the

hydrophobic or hydrophilic nanopore arrays as protein nano-

containers, the immobilization of human lactoferrin (Lf,

0.15 mM in Millipore ultrapure water, pH = 4.42 � 0.01 at

22 1C) by spontaneous adsorption was investigated.

In particular, the adsorption kinetics, the viscoelastic beha-

vior of the adlayer and the surface coverage were studied by

quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring

(QCM-D, QSense) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS, Kratos). Moreover, the morphology of substrates and

protein adlayers, both on large areas and on the nanopatterned

substrates, was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM,

Nanoscope IIIA, Veeco) operating in tapping mode in air.

The QCM-D plots in Fig. 2 show that upon protein

adsorption the shifts of dissipation are quite small compared

to those of the frequency curves (Fig. 2(a) and (c)). This

finding indicates the formation of a rigid protein adlayer

and allows to calculate the amount of adsorbed protein

according to Sauerbrey approximation (Dm = �CDF, where

Scheme 1 The three-step method for the fabrication of: (a) HYL-np
and (b) HYB-np. (1) Self-assembling driven by solution dewetting of
carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles (PS–COO�) on hydrophilic
(HYL) surfaces (1a), or polystyrene nanoparticles added with a
surfactant (PS/Triton) on hydrophobic surfaces (HYB) (1b). (2) A
thin film of hydrophobic polymer is added by casting (2a) and, only for
HYB-np, converted to a hydrophilic surface by oxygen plasma treat-
ment (2b). Finally, colloidal nanoparticles are removed by sonication
(see ESIw).
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C is �17.7 ng Hz�1 cm�2 for the current experimental condi-

tions17). The evaluated protein coverages for both HYL and

HYB cases correspond to more than an ideal monolayer of

closely-packed lactoferrin molecules.18z Moreover, as well

evident by the plots of dissipation vs. frequency (D–F plots),

the Lf adlayers exhibit a higher viscoelastic character, i.e.,

higher curve slope, on the hydrophobic polymer surfaces

(Fig. 2(b)) than the hydrophilic ones (Fig. 2(d)). This effect

points to the occurrence of different protein aggregation

processes at the two surfaces, likely driven by the different

surface free energy properties.

In particular, the hydrophobic surfaces likely prompt pheno-

mena, e.g., denaturation, which allow the rigid protein binding

to the substrate (the curve slope DD/DF changes from

B+0.045 � 10�6 Hz�1 to a negative value).19,20 On the other

hand, on the hydrophilic surfaces the Lf adsorbed molecules

undergo only minor conformational changes, i.e., less or not

any denaturation, and substantially keep the same viscoelastic

character as that reached at the end of the fast adsorption step

(DD/DF changes from B+0.022 � 10�6 Hz�1 to zero).

According to QCM-D results, the XPS characterization of

dried Lf adlayers indicates comparable protein coverage but

different average bonding orientation at the protein–polymer

interface for hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates. The

similar atomic content of nitrogen, which is the protein-related

signal, is about 3–4% for both types of substrates.

Moreover, the fitting analysis of carbon peaks evidences

that the ratio between the polar peak components attributed

respectively to single and double bonds of carbon to

heteroatoms (including peptide linkages) are 2 : 1 on hydro-

phobic and 1 : 1 on hydrophilic surfaces after Lf immobilization

(see ESIw).
This data interpretation is further supported by AFM

imaging, which evidences the occurrence of different protein

aggregation processes on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic

polymer areas. Fig. 3 shows small Lf aggregates homo-

geneously distributed on the hydrophilic polymer surfaces

(Fig. 3(d)), while larger and taller aggregates are observed

on the hydrophobic areas (Fig. 3(b)). Moreover, the statistical

analysis of grain sizes evidences a quite narrow distribution on

the hydrophilic areas, centered at about 1.8 nm of height,

while a wider distribution is found for the hydrophobic

substrate, where the tallest maximum corresponds to about

4.8 nm.

It is of note that the high smoothness of untreated

polymer is not affected by oxygen plasma treatment; both

the substrates have roughness values below 0.5 nm (Fig. 3(a)

and (c)).

The topography and corresponding section analysis graphs

of HYL-np and HYB-np nanopatterned polymer surfaces,

before and after the Lf immobilization, are shown in Fig. 4.

It is well evident that the opposite protein adsorption behavior

is obtained for the hydrophilic and hydrophobic nanopore arrays.

In fact, both pore depths and diameters decrease (or increase) for

HYL-np (or HYB-np) after lactoferrin immobilization, indicating

the preferential gathering of Lf molecules inside the hydrophilic

or outside the hydrophobic domains, respectively.

The statistical analysis of AFM images for depth and

diameter values is shown in Fig. 5.

It should be noted that the adsorbed amounts calculated by

simple extrapolation of the mass values on the larger areas, as

measured by QCM-D, do not correlate with the observed

effect of preferential adsorption on the nanopores. On the

other hand, the AFM results can be explained by an effect of

Fig. 1 AFM height (left hand side panel) and phase (right hand side

panel) images of nanopore arrays from nanospheres of 209 nm (upper)

and 489 nm (lower) of diameter.

Fig. 2 QCM-D curves of frequency (open symbols, left hand side

axis) and dissipation (solid symbols, right hand side axis) for Lf

adsorption on (a) hydrophobic and (c) hydrophilic large areas;

(b) and (d) are the corresponding D–F plots. The arrows are drawn

to guide the eye.

Fig. 3 AFM height images and calculated root mean squared rough-

ness (Rq) of: (a) bare hydrophobic; (b) Lf adsorbed on hydrophobic

surface; (c) bare hydrophilic; (d) Lf adsorbed on hydrophilic surface.

The histograms contain the grain size analysis results for images (b)

and (d).
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size confinement/exclusion of the Lf molecule aggregates into

the nanopore arrays.

Indeed, the large protein aggregates observed on the hydro-

phobic polymer areas are likely not favoured to adsorb into

the small hydrophobic areas of the nanostructured HYB-np

substrates. On the contrary, the smaller protein aggregates

observed onto the hydrophilic areas do not hinder the adsorp-

tion of lactoferrin molecules into the hydrophilic pores at the

HYL-np surfaces.

Fig. 5(c) is a sketch of the pore surface chemistry profile and

the confined protein aggregates immobilization effect.

A systematic study is currently in progress for the correla-

tion between the topographical characteristics of the nanopore

arrays (i.e., pore depth, pore diameter, rim height), and the

average dimensions of the protein aggregates.

In conclusion, we obtained preferential immobilization of

lactoferrin inside or outside nanopores by spontaneous protein

adsorption on nanostructured polymer surfaces consisting of

two-dimensional hydrophilic/hydrophobic nanopore arrays.

It must be stressed that this approach allows adsorption of

protein molecules into the nanopore arrays by non-covalent

immobilization. Thus, it is very promising for potential appli-

cations of the nanopatterned polymer films, which can be

easily deposited at the surface of suitable substrates, as

nanocontainers in mass transport and release processes, e.g.,

drug delivery, nanomedicine, etc. The confinement of the

protein inside the dense nanopore arrays would offer the

advantages of higher control of loading and release processes

compared to traditional methods with homogeneous sub-

strates or particles.

Further investigations are in progress to verify the activity

of the immobilized protein molecules in the nanopore arrays,

as well as to enhance the observed preferential adsorption

behaviour to completely selective immobilization.
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end-on orientation or to 7–8 monolayers of Lf molecules in side-on
orientation.
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Fig. 4 AFM height images and corresponding section analysis curves

for: (a) bare HYL-np, (b) Lf immobilized on HYL-np, (c) bare

HYB-np, (d) Lf immobilized on HYB-np.

Fig. 5 Characteristics pore depths (a) and pore diameters (b) of

HYL-np and HYB-np, before and after the Lf immobilization. (c) A

cartoon representing the preferential adsorption of Lf molecules

aggregates inside the nanopore area for HYL-np or outside the pore

area for HYB-np.
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